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Real Madrid made it very clear that they wanted to sign Manchester United's talisman Cristiano Ronaldo, but Sir Alex Ferguson had no intentions of selling ...
Sir Alex Ferguson's refusal to grant Cristiano Ronaldo wish says a lot about relationship
In his autobiography, 'Managing My Life', Sir Alex recalls how his friend Houllier played a role in United signing Eric Cantona from rivals Leeds back in 1992. “Well, when we played Leeds ...
United saddened by the loss of Gerard Houllier
It's not one of the most celebrated, but Jaap Stam’s autobiography is one of the best of the Premier League era. The Dutchman’s book sheds more light on what life was like under Alex Ferguson than any ...
Jaap Stam sheds more light on what life was like under Alex Ferguson in autobiography
Alex Alexandrov is the co-founder of Velas, an ecosystem of decentralized products that allow anyone to feel the benefits of blockchain technology.
Crypto Czar: Alex Alexandrov, The Co-Founder Of Velas Is All About Being Ahead Of The Curve
It was, she says in her unpublished autobiography, “my first acquaintance with Langston Hughes ... Firnist James Alexander, or “Alex.” At the age of twenty-seven she had only had one serious ...
Song of My Life: A Biography of Margaret Walker
Australian stand-up Alex Williamson has been dropped from comedy festivals and by his agent after being accused of physical abuse and ‘predatory behaviour’. The comic’s angry response to the ...
Alex Williamson dropped from festivals after abuse claims
Sanchez sentenced Villalobos to 15 years in prison for the second-degree conviction, and three years for the tampering with evidence conviction, with the sentences to run consecut ...
Villalobos sentenced to prison for murder of 12-year-old Alex Madrid
Adelaide comedian Alex “Shooter” Williamson has been dumped by his management company and the Sydney Comedy Festival after a furious and foul-mouthed social media response to an ex-girlfriend’s abuse ...
Adelaide comedian Alex ‘Shooter’ Williamson dumped after vile rant over abuse claims
In climbing, your partner is literally holding your life in their hands ... to make the exact same decisions I would. How do you manage climbing with someone less experienced or talented?
Life’s Work: An Interview with Alex Honnold
Entrepreneur Alex Rogers took his experience in the industry and turned it into an expanding, ...
Alex Rogers And The Europification Of the CannaBiz
A couple of years ago, Alex Kearns, a sophomore and ROTC cadet at the University of Nebraska, had started trading stocks on an app called Robinhood. No one else in the family used the app, but Dan had ...
Robinhood Promises Free Trades. Did Alex Kearns Pay With His Life?
The 51-year-old actress and singer pushed the 'like' button on a post from the writer r.h. Sin in which he called out people who 'have never given a f*** about her'.
Jennifer Lopez seems to slam ex Alex Rodriguez by liking a post criticizing 'manipulative' people
Influencer Alex French has ... as well as “personal life milestones,” per the statement, and include crossover content with other TikTok influencers. The management firm represents Camila ...
TikTok Influencer Alex French Signs With UTA, DBA
Hodder acquired world rights, excluding Denmark, for One: My Autobiography from literary ... A serial winner and larger-than-life character with Manchester United and Denmark, he rivalled Gordon ...
Hodder scoops Peter Schmeichel’s autobiography
His stellar form has continued into the current campaign and United look well set to equal their best final Premier League standing since Sir Alex Ferguson's departure ... I have to stay in this sport ...
Bruno Fernandes reveals ambition to manage Manchester United
Hear Investor ideas cannabis potcast on iTunes. Hear the investor ideas potcast on Spotify. Today's podcast overview/transcript: Good afternoon and welcome to anoth ...
Investor Ideas Potcast #557, Cannabis News and Stocks on the Move; Interview with Alex Gettlin, Host of the "Highly Unlikely" Podcast
Following the announcement of his retirement, Smith’s former teammate, Washington defensive end Chase Young shared his reaction to the news on Twitter. The 2021 NFL Defensive Rookie of the Year ...
Chase Young shares reaction to Alex Smith’s retirement
That dopes like yours truly are still tying all these strings together a century later seems to answer the “When will Boston get over the Mookie Betts trade” question with a hearty laugh and a pat on ...
Alex Verdugo may never escape the shadow of Mookie Betts, but he’s already proven he deserves better
Q1 2021 Earnings Conference Call April 23, 2021, 10:00 AM ET Company Participants Alfonso de Angoitia Noriega - Co-CEO, Grupo Televisa Patricio Wills ...
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